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As an affordable, online, easy-to-use alternative to cable television, SlingTV had a solid concept, 

but a glaring identity problem. The problem came in the form of a very underwhelming ad 

campaign that failed to take advantage of every awesome concept of SlingTV. The campaign 

angle was to market their service as the “cheaper” option to cable by making cable seem like a 

bully. Instead of pointing out the unique features of SlingTV, they took the easy route by trash- 

talking their enormous competitor. It was clear SlingTV had an identity issue, and had not fully 

developed their brand image. Another issue SlingTV had was the economic landscape it was 

entering. The television industry was changing at a rapid pace. Online streaming service giants like 

Netflix and Hulu were beginning to control the entire millennial market. SlingTV was no giant, and 

although they had a niche of combining live television with online streaming, their services at the 

time were not enough to break out and become successful. In order to create a more original 

brand, SlingTV would need to launch a new product. This was the issue my team was presented 

with, and we set out to investigate where SlingTV’s biggest opportunity was, and to develop an 

idea that would create an original brand image in the form of communications and product 

reformation.

After sifting through data, we noticed that younger generations (Millenials and Gen Z) use online 

streaming services like Netflix and Hulu drastically more than live cable television. To be successful 

in our campaign, we would need to figure out how to make SlingTV’s live television niche 

interesting to a younger market, forcing us to ask ourselves, “Why do we watch live TV?” 

Ultimately, we concluded that live television is best when you experience it with others. 

Whether it be a big sporting event, the Oscars, or the recent vote out in Survivor, the biggest 

moments of live TV are even bigger when you share that moment with others.

In a team of four, pick a brand with a good product but below average marketing, and using your 

skills, reposition the brand into an area that would maximize it's potential.  
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SOLUTION Ext.

We created “SlingTV: Experience TV, Experience Together,” a new product launch from SlingTV 

that incorporated social media with live television streaming on their site, as well as a “Trending 

Now” page. The intention of the trending page and social media aspect was to ensure that 

nobody would feel alone when their favorite TV moment happens. Perhaps the strongest aspect 

of this project was our 2 minute TV spot kickstarting the new product launch. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXOxa--O5J0
Link to video:

What I Learned

This was my favorite project I have worked on so far at LMU because it was the first 

opportunity for me to use my creative capabilities towards a business function. The 

reason I had so much fun with it was because I firmly believed in the idea my team and I 

came up with. If we had begun with an underwhelming idea, my energy and focus 

towards the project would have been much less. Therefore, I learned in this project that 

the biggest motivator for me lies in the passion I have towards an idea. If I can clearly 

visualize what I need to do, I will produce my best work, which I believe is represented in 

this project. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXOxa--O5J0
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